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Astro Quiz: This month the quiz consists of recycled questions -
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SAS Facebook Page: To date, there are over 800 members. There is information on
upcoming events, items of interest and helpful advice from our members. Join the page,
share your ideas and astrophotography. If you have gear to sell, feel free to place your ad
on the page.
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Dark Matters: ‘Spaceflight from Queensland’
A topic for discussion: http://www.alternativephysics.org/book/ExpandingEarth.htm
SAS Gift Voucher Raffle supported by Astro Anarchy & discounts
SAStrocamp: 24th to 26th July. Contact me if you need a form:
bomma02@optusnet.com.au

Membership cards: for membership issues:
please contact Bronwyn Smith (Secretary) starlight4@outlook.com
Leyburn Dark Sky Site: Due to the current restrictions, contact the owners. Contact
details are on the SAS Dark Sky site page. Take extra water.
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Meetings: Unfortunately, due to the restriction in relation to the COVID
19 pandemic, SAS meetings have been deferred till further notice.
A meeting will be held during the SAStrocamp on Saturday 25th July.
In the News: ‘Black Neutron Star’
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Clear Skies –
The Contents are hyperlinked. Select ▲ to return to Contents page.
Julie Lancaster
(This is a newsletter for members: astrophotography, travel, projects, items for sale, etc.
are all welcome. Send me your photos with the story and I can build your item for publication.)

ABOUT SAS
The SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The
Society actively encourages Observational Astronomy, Astrophotography,
Telescope and Observatory Construction. Many of our members
specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed become
very proficient. Our members have contributed data for lunar & planetary
observations, comet observations, variable star observations and
supernova searching. Some members enjoy building telescopes,
including the optics, observatories and ALL our members have at some
time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month
at Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper Coomera. Anyone
interested is invited to attend a meeting to see what we do, or to join.
Please contact us for further information. All members and visitors are
invited to contribute items of interest at these meetings. The SAS
Calendar is available on the website.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually. Membership cards
are valid for 12 months from the date of payment. Financial members
enjoy the facilities of the SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
SAS Website The SAS Website is a great way to access information
about the upcoming meetings, SAS newsletters, ‘Event Horizon’ (past
and current), SAS outreach, SAS Library information & book lists, Links &
Resources, membership information (fees etc.) and contacts as well as
much more. http://www.sas.org.au/
Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available as well
some digital media. Members may borrow items for a period of 2 months.
The book list is available as a pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.
Telescope hire - There are a number of telescopes available at a
nominal fee for members to hire. Hire fees include a returnable deposit.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest
astronomy and space news and to share your photos and ideas to the
wider community as well as advertise items for sale.
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Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather
permitting), giving members and visitors the opportunity to view the night
sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available
prior to the meeting dates. The newsletter is emailed out via the SAS
Mailing list (blind copy). All members are encouraged to contribute articles
along with their astrophotography. Please contact us if you would like to
be on the email list. The newsletter is also available on the SAS website
and is posted to the SAS Facebook Page.

Laser Pointers - If members own laser pointers which they use for
astronomy, please see the SAS Secretary. Hand held laser pointers with
an output of greater than 1 milliwatt are restricted items and classed as
weapons. Laser pointers up to 20 milliwatts are permitted for use by
members of ‘recognized astronomical organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES NO
MEMBERS MISUSING LASER POINTERS

RESPONSIBILITY

FOR

Links for both Qld and NSW legislation in relation to laser pointers are
listed here as well as on the website.

▲

Presidential Musings ~
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To members and friends I hope you are well! A brief update from myself to you all ……
On Saturday, Jenny was very graciously opened her home to us so we could hold a
committee meeting in person. How wonderful it was to see everyone again. I felt as if I
needed to introduce myself as it has been so long!
SAStroCamp is full-steam ahead for 24-26 of July. Mark Boothman has confirmed we are good use his
family property in Beechmont as previously planned. As part of the program we will be holding a general
meeting at the revised time of 4pm on the afternoon Saturday, 25th July. This is to ensure we can catch up
on all relevant club information and maximise our time looking up!
After speaking with Julie we currently have 10 attendees booked for the event and we would love to have
more. With a set-up limit of 30 we still have many spots left.
We will be running the $500 Astro Anarchy voucher raffle along with talks and other learning opportunities
during the event. So this is an event not to be missed!!
I simply cannot wait for SAStroCamp as I know this will be an amazing event and I look forward to seeing
many of you there in just a few weeks’ time.
Until then… Get your gear out and point it up....
Clear Skies

Brendan Junge (President)

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
Saturday 25th July - 4pm
Venue: 2381 Beechmont Road, BEECHMONT
Leyburn weekends:
July ~ Friday 17th to Sunday 19th
(please take extra water)

In the News ~ 'Black neutron star' discovery changes astronomy
By Pallab Ghosh Science correspondent - BBC News

▲

23 June 2020

Scientists have discovered an astronomical object that has never been observed before. It is more massive than collapsed stars, known as "neutron stars",
but has less mass than black holes. Such "black neutron stars" were not thought possible and will mean ideas for how neutron stars and black holes form will need to
be rethought. The discovery was made by an international team using gravitational wave detectors in the US
and Italy.
Charlie Hoy, a PhD student from Cardiff University, UK, involved in the study, said the new discovery would
transform our understanding. "We can't rule out any possibilities," he told BBC News. "We don't know what it is
and this is why it is so exciting because it really does change our field." Mr Hoy is part of an international team
working for the Ligo-Virgo Scientific Collaboration.
Breathtaking new map of the X-ray Universe
The international group, which has strong UK
Dancing gargantuan black holes perform on cue
involvement backed by the Science and Technology
Cosmic vibrations sensed from unusual star merger
Facilities Council, has laser detectors several
kilometres long that are able to detect minute ripples in
space-time caused by the collision of massive objects in the Universe. The collected data can be used to
Image -The LIGO-Virgo collaboration runs some of the
determine the mass of those objects involved. Last August, the instruments detected the collision of a black hole
most exquisite scientific instruments ever built 23 times the mass of our Sun with an object of 2.6 solar masses. That makes the lighter object more massive
copyright EGO/Virgo Collaboration/Perciballi
than the heaviest type of dead star, or neutron star, previously observed - of just over two solar masses. But it
was also lighter than the lightest black hole previously observed - of around five solar masses. Astronomers
have been searching for such objects in what they've come to call the "mass gap".
Writing in the journal The Astrophysical Journal Letters, the research team believes that of all the possibilities, the object is most likely to be a light black hole, but
they are not ruling out any other possibilities. Having collided with the large black hole, the object no longer exists.
However, there should be further opportunities to learn more about these mass-gap objects from future collisions,
according to Prof Stephen Fairhurst, also at Cardiff."It is a challenge for us to determine what this is," he told BBC
News. "Is this the lightest black hole ever, or is it the heaviest neutron star ever?"
• Gravitational waves are a prediction of the Theory of

•
•
•
•
Image -This event involved an object more massive
than known neutron stars but less massive than known
black holes. It existed in what has become known as the
"mass gap'. - copyright LIGO-Virgo/F.Elavsky/A.Geller

•
•

General Relativity
It took decades to develop the technology to directly
detect them
They are ripples in the fabric of space-time generated by violent events
Accelerating masses will produce waves that propagate at the speed of light
Detectable sources include merging black holes and
neutron stars
Ligo/Virgo fire lasers into long, L-shaped tunnels;
the waves disturb the light
Detecting the waves opens up the Universe to completely new investigations

Image -The labs that detect gravitational waves fire lasers
down long tunnels - copyright NSF
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In the News - cont 'Black neutron star' discovery changes astronomy
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If it is a light black hole then there is no established theory for how such an object could develop.
But Prof Fairhurst's colleague, Prof Fabio Antonioni, has proposed that a solar system with three
stars could lead to the formation of light
black holes. His ideas are receiving
increased attention following the new
discovery.
If, however, this new class of object is a
heavy neutron star then theories for how
they form may also need to be revised,
according to Prof Bernard Schutz of the
Max Planck Institute for Gravitational
Physics in Potsdam, Germany.

Image - A scientific visualisation of a gravitational waves-producing merger where one object is 9.2 times more massive than the other. - copyright N.Fischer and colleagues

"We don't know a lot about the nuclear
physics of neutron stars. So, people who
are looking at exotic equations that explain
what goes on inside them might be thinking,
'maybe this is evidence that we can get
much heavier neutron stars'."

Both black holes and neutron stars are thought to form when stars run out of fuel and die. If it is a very large star,
it collapses to form a black hole, an object with such strong gravitational force that not even light can escape its
grasp.
If the starting star is below a certain mass, one option is for it to collapse into a dense ball composed entirely of
particles called neutrons, which are found inside the heart of atoms. The material from which neutron stars are
composed is so tightly packed that one teaspoonful would weigh 10 million tonnes.
A neutron star also has powerful gravity pulling it together, but a force between the neutrons, caused by a
quantum mechanical effect known as degeneracy pressure, pushes the particles apart, counteracting the
gravitational force. Current theories suggest that the gravitational force would overcome the degeneracy
pressure if the neutron star were much larger than two solar masses - and cause it to collapse into a black hole.
According to Prof Nils Andersson of Southampton University, if the mystery object is a heavy neutron star then
the theorists will have to rethink what goes on in these objects. "Nuclear physics is not a precise science where
we know everything," he said. "We don't know how nuclear forces operate under the extreme conditions you
need inside a neutron star. So, every single current theory we currently have of what goes on inside of one has
some uncertainty."
Prof Sheila Rowan, director of the University of Glasgow's Institute for Gravitational Research (IGR), said the
discovery challenges current theoretical models. "More cosmic observations and research will need to be
undertaken to establish whether this new object is indeed something that has never been observed before or
whether it may instead be the lightest black hole ever detected."

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

A laser is fed into the machine and its beam is split
along two paths
The separate paths bounce back and forth between
damped mirrors
Eventually, the two light parts are recombined and
sent to a detector
Gravitational waves passing through the lab should
disturb the set-up
Theory holds they should very subtly stretch and
squeeze its space
This ought to show itself as a change in the lengths
of the light arms
The photodetector captures this signal in the
recombined beam

▲

Dark Matters ~ Space Flight from Queensland
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Space flights from Queensland possible within 10 years, Gold Coast space rocket company says: ABC Gold Coast By Nicole Dyer and Tom Forbes 26 June 2020

Queenslanders could be flying to space without leaving their state within 10 years, a Gold Coast rocket company predicts after a successful test launch.

Key points:
Rocket technology developer Gilmour Space
Technology hopes to launch people into space
from Queensland within 10 years
•

The company says a test result of 45-second
'hot fire' is triple heir original attempt and a
huge milestone
•

CQUniversity Professor says Abbott Point,
near Bowen, was a possible rocket launch site
•

Image Gilmour Space Technologies hot-fire test
(Supplied: Gilmour Space Technologies)

Rocket engineers at Gilmour Space Technologies in Queensland, Australia, have completed the first in a series of major technology demonstrations
this year: a successful 45-second 'hot fire' of their upper-stage hybrid rocket engine.
CEO and founder, Adam Gilmour, said the result of 45 seconds in the test, at an undisclosed location, was triple their original attempt and a huge milestone for the
company. "The issue with burning for a long time is that is gets very hot — 3,000 degrees Celsius inside that rocket chamber," former banker, Mr Gilmour said. "So
you need to have materials that heat for long periods of time and that's what the big test was about."

Goal to take people into space, like SpaceX. The role of the upper stage engine is to put satellites into the right orbit, a feat that will eventually require 110
seconds of engine propulsion.
"The upper stage engine is tricky because it has to be a well-performing engine and a stable burn, otherwise you go all over the place in space," Mr Gilmour said.
"Here in Queensland we are developing space technology that is real and will get us there."

Dark Matters ~ cont

Space Flight from Queensland

The Gilmour Space Technologies co-founder said he and his development team wanted to take people into space, just like US SpaceX founder, Elon Musk.
But Mr Gilmour added that Mr Musk was handed $2.6 billion by NASA ($3.7 billion) to achieve his recent goal of sending two astronauts to the International Space
Station.
"We haven't got any money from the space agency, but we are confident our technology will work, we just need the funding," he said.
Mr Gilmour said he made no secret of the fact that he wanted to travel to space within 10 years, and he wanted to do that from a launch site in Queensland.
"There's no reason why we can't launch people into space from
Queensland," he said.
"If we are launching satellites we can launch people."

Suitable launch location

The Queensland Government has been working on a suitable launch
location and hasn't yet made an announcement.
In a recent article published on the Central Queensland University
(CQU) website, Professor and Deputy Dean of Research Steven Moore
said a regional rocket hub was being developed with support from the
State Government, commercial businesses, and CQU's Mackay
campus.
"One of the biggest gaps Australia has in the space industry in
comparison to the US is not having a commercial launch facility," Dr
Moore said.
"We have been working with Regional Development Australia, the
Whitsunday, Mackay and Isaac Regional Councils, the Department of
State Development, Tourism and Innovation and Gold-Coast based
rocket manufacturer Gilmour Space on Launch Whitsunday — a
commercial satellite launch complex in the Abbot Point State
Development Area near Bowen."
The academic said if the proposal goes ahead, different satellite and
rocket companies from around Australia and the world will be able to
utilise the facility.

Adam Gilmour and his team hope to send people into space from Queensland within
a decade after a successful rocket test.(Supplied: Gilmour Space Technologies)

▲
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SOUTHERN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY INC.
P.O. BOX 867, BEENLEIGH, QLD. AUSTRALIA 4207

Website site: www.sas.org.au
ABN 14 693 585 419

SASTROCAMP July 2020
INFORMATION
As COVID 19 restrictions ease to level 3 in July, SAS has rescheduled SAStrocamp to the weekend of 25 th July.
Mark Boothman has graciously provided his property at Beechmont as the venue.
The gates open from 5pm Friday 24th July.
This is a ‘members only’ event, so your membership must be current in order to register.
Due to the social distancing regulations, attendance is limited to members and their partners only.
For the very keen, you’ll have two nights’ worth of dark sky (weather permitting).
This event is limited to 30 setups/telescopes. Registration forms were sent to all members recently.
Members without scopes are welcome to attend but please register as well.
There will be a general meeting held 4pm for all members. Names and contact details will need to be taken in accordance with
current COVID 19 regulations.

Address: 2381 Beechmont Road, BEECHMONT.
th
th

25 - 26 July 2020

Split visual and photography fields - No power on site
Bring: Food, extra water, chairs, camping gear - No caravans due to the state of the field.
Port-a-loo on site, First aid kit, Canungra 15 minutes away for supply run.

9
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Astro Anarchy have agreed to come on board
supporting the SAS $500 Gift Voucher Raffle.
The $5 tickets can only be purchased at
meetings.
100 tickets are available for purchase. Once
they’re sold, the winner will be drawn.
(Obviously, as meetings have been deferred
due to the pandemic crisis, so will the raffle.)
Astro Anarchy is offering discounts for financial
SAS members. (Another good reason to keep
your membership valid)

Images have been shared on the SAS Facebook Group page and can be accessed
there, if you have a Facebook account.

Chandra X-ray Observatory
24 June ·
Roughly 75 light-years across,
supernova remnant N49 is located
about 160,000 light-years from
Earth in the Large Magellanic
Cloud. The delicate filaments &
knots seen throughout the remnant
are debris from the stellar
explosion at temperatures ranging
from thousands to millions of
degrees.

APOD: Eclipse Street, Hong Kong (2020 Jun 25) Image Credit & Copyright: Gary Chan
https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap200625.html
Explanation: On June 21 an annular solar eclipse came soon after the solstice and our fair planet's
northernmost sunset for 2020. At maximum eclipse, the New Moon in silhouette created a ring of fire
visible along a narrow path at most 85 kilometres wide. The annular eclipse path began in central
Africa, crossed south Asia and China, and ended over the Pacific Ocean. But a partial eclipse of the
Sun was visible over a much broader region. In Hong Kong, this busy section of Jordan Street looks
to the northwest, well-aligned with the track of the near solstice afternoon Sun. The street level view
was composited with an eclipse sequence made with a safe solar filter on the camera. For that
location the eclipse was partial. The Moon covered about 90 percent of the Sun's diameter at
maximum, seen near the middle of the eclipse sequence.
Starship Asterisk* • APOD Discussion Page http://asterisk.apod.com/discuss_apod.php?date=200625

▲
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Here’s something to test your astronomy knowledge or,
at least, test your research skills. 2019 was the 50th anniversary of
the first Lunar landing. How much do you remember?

June 2020 QUIZ - Answers

Answers will be posted in the next newsletter.

July 2020 QUIZ
1

What were the names of Apollo 11’s: a. Lunar Module and
b. Command module?

2

Where did the Lunar Module land on the Moon?

3

A. What was the date of the launch of Apollo 11? B. Where from?

4

Who was the Australian Prime Minister at the time of the Apollo 11
mission?

5

Why were Australia’s radio telescopes so important to Apollo 11
mission?

6

7

Two types of rocks were found on the Moon during the Apollo 11
mission. What were they?

a. Where is the great red spot? b. How old is it?

1

2

9

Name the satellites released by Space X.

A: Starlink

Name the planets that have rings.
A: Saturn, Jupiter, Neptune Uranus

4

True or false: the Sun will eventually expand and consume the inner Planets,
including Earth.
A: true

5

True or false: The Moon has no atmosphere.
A. False – moon does indeed have an atmosphere consisting of some unusual
gases, including sodium and potassium

6

As of 2019, how many humans have set foot on the Moon?

7

Uranus is an ice giant – name another.

What happened to the radio telescope (DSS 44) at Honeysuckle
Creek after the site was closed?
Name the largest crater on the Moon.

A: twelve

A: Neptune

The temperature recorded on Mercury’s day side is:
a). 427 degrees C or b). 1.1million degrees C
A: a – at night it can reach minus180 degrees C.

9

Mars thin atmosphere is comprised mainly of what?
A: carbon dioxide

10

Which celestial body has water that could contain life? A: Europa

Name the tallest mountain on the Moon.

10 Sinus Iridium is also known as what? And where is it?

b. around 340 years – Cassini first described it around 1665.

3

8
8

A: a. Jupiter

Note: The answers to the quiz are researched to provide the most current and correct information. Any feedback, please contact the editor

Members’ Gallery
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Klaus Schlussler ~ Lagoon nebula

Taken 25/06/20 26x 180sec gain 160 + the usual darks, flats and darkflats high clouds interrupted shots off and on
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Members’ Gallery cont ~
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Klaus Schlussler ~ Fighting Dragons of Ara

NGC6188 29 x 240sec 6 darks + dithering + Flats + Dark Flats -15 c processed with PI, last 4 programs adjusted on OLED TV. The Colour and
contrast is out of this world !
Processing is different in sharpness and Colouration but this is still something I have to learn and master
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Members’ Gallery cont ~ Noeleen Lowndes
~ By Jove it’s Jupiter ~
Jupiter’s at opposition on the 11th July for
prime viewing, this image was taken on the 1st
of July; it was interesting to note the dark red
marking below the GRS as all the four main
satellite moons of Jupiter were on show
orbiting the planet. This is not a shadow transit
so I’m assuming it may be a small active
storm.
Another interesting feature is a very large
white oval storm in the South Temperate Zone
that was not there last year. Jupiter is always
so interesting to observe because its turbulent
atmosphere is always changing :-)
Image taken with a Meade LX200 GPS 10
inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope and a
ZWO 120 MC-S camera and 3x Barlow lens
attached. An AVI movie with 1200 frames was
captured and stacked in RegiStax6 and
processed in PS CS4.
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Members’ Gallery cont
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Noeleen Lowndes ~ Amazing Saturn ~
st

Saturn is now at prime viewing with opposition on the 21 July, the northern hemisphere been on display while the rings have been fully open, but now part of the
southern hemisphere is coming into view and the rings are again closing up. This conjunction between Jupiter and Saturn only happens once every 20 years, so
2020 is a special year to see these two giant gas planets come close together.
My image taken with a Meade LX200 GPS 10 inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope and a ZWO 120 MC-S camera and 3x Barlow lens attached. An AVI movie with
1500 frames was captured and stacked in RegiStax6 and processed in PS CS4.
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Members’ Gallery, cont
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Mark Boothman ~ Lagoon Nebula

Hubble palette of Lagoon Nebula. 3 hours of exposure time. William Optics GT81, Astronomik filter 12nm HA, OIII, SII. Eqm35 mount.
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John McLennan ~ This is my effort of M8 Lagoon nebula recently. I use a 200PDS Skywatcher tube on a
eq6 mount with a belt upgrade. A 80/400 mm Skywatcher guide scope with a 290mm zwo guide cam. The Camera I use is a unmodded 1300d Canon camera with
a zwo duoband filter.
I took 75 5 min subs using 90% of them when stacking. 30 dark frames, 50 bias, 30 flats, Processed in PS.
Please excuse the coma's on the stars, I'm in the process of obtaining a coma corrector.
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Mike Geisel ~

Bit better on the planets last night, worked out some problems. Jupiter and
its moon Europa and Saturn. Sky Watcher Esprit APO 150 scope, EQ8
mount, 4xTeleview powermate, ZWO 290mc camera, Jupiter 3minutes,
Saturn 5 minutes. Autostakketr 2 and Lightroom Classic.
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Mike Geisel ~ Lagoon and Eagle nebulae

Decided to be lazy and got the one shot colour deep sky camera outZWO ASI 1600mc-c -paired with a zwo Duo Band filter on the Sky
Watcher Black Diamond ED80. Mount EQ8. All subs 3 min. M8 the
Lagoon nebula x40. M16 the Eagle neb x20

.

Members’ Gallery cont ~ Tony Kim
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First image through the C925 Edge HD with the 0.7x reducer. Still fiddling around with
optimal backfocus that requires a bit of trial and error but I'm enjoying the "zoomed" views of the more popular nebulas.
This image is of the
central region of M16
(Eagle Nebula)
commonly known as
"Pillars of creation" made
famous by NASAs
Hubble image.

▲
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Glenn Burgess ~
A montage of IC2944 attempting to show the Bok granules - from wide angle using the 100mm Ed SW refractor, through using the ZWO 178MC
camera with same refractor and on the right using the ZWO and 12inch MeadeACF. Guiding with PHD2 on Losmandy Titan50, acquisition with
SharpCap and processing/acquistion with ImagesPlus.

▲

Dylan O’Donnell ~ Pillars of Creation
Here’s my take this year on the Hubble classic. 2.8hours total integration with my Celestron 11” Edge HD and narrowband filters for SHO treatment. Painful
behind the scenes video now on YouTube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ab3fIBOL53k
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Sky Chart for July:

▲

https://in-the-sky.org/skymap2.php

Map and info relate to 25th July 2020 for those going to the SAStrocamp.
https://in-the-sky.org/whatsup.php?day=25&month=7&year=2020

Follow the link above for much more.
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Monthly Meetings & Observing Nights held at
Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper
Coomera
For further information contact:
PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge 0414750083
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
Membership Officer: Bronwyn Smith
starlight4bronwyn@outlook.com

MEETINGS:

Committee— 5:00pm
General— 7:30pm

Leyburn New moon
weekend

January

No meeting

24th to 26th

February

Saturday 8th

21st to 23rd

March

Saturday 7th

20th to 22nd
25th to 27th

April
May

to be advised (Saturday 9th )

22nd to 24th

June

to be advised (Saturday 6th )

19th to 21st

July

to be advised (Saturday 4th )

17th to 19th

August

to be advised (Saturday 1st

21st to 23rd

September

to be advised (Saturday 5th AGM )

18th to 20th

October

to be advised (Saturday 3rd)

16th to 18th

November

to be advised (Saturday 7th)

14th to 16th

December

Saturday (date to be confirmed)

11th to 13th

Other - *Please Note: Extra observing nights & solar
days will be added during the year. Details will be
provided in the EH newsletter.

Easter Holidays 10th to 13th

to be advised (InOMN 26th September)

Christmas Party
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Postal address:
Southern Astronomical Society Inc , PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
Meeting venue: Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Rd, Upper Coomera

PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
SECRETARY – Bronwyn Smith
starlight4bronwyn@outlook.com

Times: Committee Meeting 5: 00 pm — General Meeting 7.30pm
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by
blind carbon copy email so others cannot see
your email address – if you do not want Event
Horizon emailed please inform the sender.
The Society’s Web Site and Event Horizon may
contain images of or may identify members/friends
attending Society & non-Society events (Meetings,
Astro quiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field
Nights and Leyburn Astro camps, Astrofest etc); if
you would prefer this not to happen, please advise
the Society in writing.
If members require a copy of the Society’s
Constitution, please contact the Membership Officer
by mail or at a future meeting.
Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS
Web Site are presented in good faith as the original
work of the person submitting them. The SAS and
its members accept no responsibility or liability
whatsoever if the person submitting them has used
another person’s property without their permission
or consent. Articles submitted by contributors are
the copyright of the contributor (unless otherwise
specified) and comprise their own technical and/or
other information and are not necessarily the
opinion of SAS or its members.
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LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE

Next New Moon Weekend: Friday to Sunday, Friday 17th to Sunday 19th July 2020

LEYBURN is 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbi & Mark Bolton who live permanently on site. The Dark Sky site is for SAS members
only.
*By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.

PROTOCOL:
•

ACCESS: The property can only be accessed on new moon weekends unless otherwise pre-arranged.

•

TO BOOK IN, ring Debbi on 0428 248526 and for more information about directions and any inquires that you have about going out to the
property .

•

DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing field - you will be greeted & guided to a park

•

CHECK IN with Mark & Debbi and introduce yourself & pay your entry fees when you arrive. (This is for your safety and the owners)

•

COST : $10 contribution per adult per night or $15 for the new Moon weekend to help with the cost of maintaining the observing field.
(Please pay Debbi on arrival or place in honour tin, which will be near the toilet)

OTHER INFORMATION
•
•

ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS in town cost $85 per room - book on 07 46950155
WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared

•

KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils

•

POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!

•

DRINKING WATER: BYO

•

LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper

•
•
•

SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc & local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am
- 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday. During drought conditions, the showers may not be available.
MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take care in and around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear
stout footwear! Also, winters are very cold (down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable weekend.

Astro Guides
Sky charts:https://in-the-sky.org/skymap2.php
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Astronomy Gear
Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an expanded range of tubes and
mounts and binoculars by the dozen and offers mail order if you wish. Now at Shop
240, Level 2, Myer Centre, Brisbane. Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
Dark Sky Star Parties are conducted at Wyaralong Dam west of Beaudesert once a
month and information can be found on Facebook (Astro Anarchy) or on their website.
Sirius Optics has had a great tradition of supporting the requirements of the astronomy
community. Discounts for SAS members are available on some items. Located at 1/26
Darnick St, Underwood QLD 4119 Ph 3423 2355
Bintel for all your astronomical gadgets. Telephone: (02) 9518 7255, Fax: (02) 9518
5711.
Email: info@bintel.com.au (use coupon code SAS30 for 10% off ) Street address: 84
Wentworth Park Road Glebe NSW 2037

Annual Astronomy/Science Festivals
Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual event
held over a period of approximately 10 days, usually in late July or early August. Check
the link for details.
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year)
extravaganza of events hosted by Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the
Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and the full
array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
World Science Festival Brisbane is being held in Brisbane 6 years during March. For
those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of some of the
past lectures are now available on line.

Astrophotography

AstroToaster AstroToaster is a freeware application for obtaining semi-live views of
astronomical images using a DSLR, CCD (or any camera that can produce static
astronomical images)

Astronomical Observatories
Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy Airport.
Contact Jim Barclay on 4164 5595 or 0427 961391.

▲
Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Mt Coot
28
-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults. One of
the venue's highlights is the optical star projector used to recreate a stunning realistic
night sky on the 12.5 metre diameter projection dome.
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of
Astronomy and Astrophysics, located approximately 18km southwest of the centre of
Canberra, in the ACT. Since much of the site was damaged in the 2003 Canberra
bushfires, reconstruction of MSO has included the development of the Advanced
Instrumentation Technology Centre and rebuilding the heritage Commonwealth Solar
Observatory building. Tours and observing nights are available via the website.
Siding Spring Observatory located atop Mt Woorut (~1160m) 27km west of
Coonabarabran on the eastern edge of the Warrumbungle National Park is Australia's
premier optical and infrared astronomical observatory. Check the website for tours.
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
Parkes Radio Telescope - Parkes radio telescope is an icon of Australian science, and
one part of the Australia Telescope National Facility. Follow the link for more details:
Twinstar Quest house & Observatory at Ballendeen near Stanthorpe offers a wide
range of activities including stargazing, bush walks, national parks and wineries as well
as star gazing with the owner or on your own.
28146 New England Highway, Ballandean, Queensland 4382, Australia
Email: twin-star@bigpond.com Phone: 07 4684 1135

Free/low cost science
BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a
month on a Monday night at the Qld State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near the
Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry, just needs people to register. There’s usually a
supper provided as well which gives the general public an opportunity to speak to the
presenters. Also, the talks are available online from the website.
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and
professional science communicators as they battle wits and wittiness to uncover the top
science stories. Hosted by well-known figure of stage and science, Dr Joel Gilmore,
you’ll be guaranteed a night of entertainment, competition and comedy – and perhaps
even education! Venue: The Edge, State Library of Queensland, South Brisbane.
tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).

Special Interest

BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of 6 friends from Australia and New
Zealand who have worked together as a group since mid 2008 to search, discover,
record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.

